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Our mission is to increase the quantity and

quality of media coverage on global financial flows,
with a particular focus on tax abuse, corruption and

money laundering. We deliver world class training in
financial investigations from leading practitioners.
The 124 journalists and campaigners we have

trained are a global network covering 54 countries.
We leverage that network to create international
collaborative projects which break new ground in
investigative journalism. The majority of our

members come from the developing world and we
focus on building capacity in developing world
newsrooms.

A global network of researchers
and practising professionals
working with advocacy and
campaigning professionals to

remedy financial market failures,
promote just tax policies and tackle
the harm caused by tax havens.

Launched in March 2003, the
network spans over 80 countries on
6 continents.

“TJN has done more than
any other organisation to put
fiscal justice at the centre of
the policy agenda. Tax issues
should not be left to those
who want to escape taxes!
Changes will come when
more and more citizens of
the world take ownership of
these matters. TJN is a
powerful force acting in this
direction.”

Thomas Piketty

Author, Capital in the Twenty-First Century

www.taxjustice.net
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https://youtu.be/Hom07yGhg0Q

Follow the Money
1.

Where has the money gone?

2.

How companies evade paying taxes

3.

Redefining corruption: the role of
bankers, lawyers and accountants

4.

Company accounts – Raj Biaroliya
1. How and why are figures massaged
2. Profit, loss and cash flow
3. What might the account notes tell us
4. Q&A

5.

Screening of Harold Crooks’ The Price
We Pay

Available as online PDF
Entry level briefing
Over 30,000 copies distributed
Extensive financial glossary
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Net losses from illicit
outflows between 1970 to
2008 from 33 sub-Saharan
countries totalled $944
billion.
Combined external debts for
those countries at end-2008
was $177 billion.
Almost all these flows went
via secrecy jurisdictions
linked to OECD countries,
with UK dependencies
playing a prominent role

Source: Ndikumana, Boyce, Africa’s Odious Debts
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Source: Ndikumana, Boyce, Africa’s Odious Debts

Insider trading
Market rigging

Avoiding disclosure of conflicts of interest
Illicit arms trading

Illicit political campaign donations
Contract kickbacks
Bribery

Fraudulent invoicing
Trade mispricing
Tax evasion

All Things Must Pass:
October 2002
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Offshore
Offshore is not a
physical geographic
phenomenon.
Offshore refers to the
practice of recording a
transaction in a
different country to
where the transaction
actually takes place.

Shell or Shelf Companies
A limited liability company
registered offshore whose only
presence is typically a brass
plate on a wall recording the
location of the registered
office.
Almost every economic
crime involves the misuse
of corporate vehicles (i.e.
companies and trusts)
OECD

Shell companies typically have
nominee directors and nominee
shareholders and don’t disclose
the identity of the real
beneficial owners.
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settlor

trustee

beneficiaries

Example 1: Client is a
Jersey-based offshore
subsidiary of an upstream oil
production joint venture
operated by a global
supermajor oil company
in the Niger Delta region

Trusts
A trust is a legal arrangement
created when one person (the
Settlor) gives legal ownership of
an asset (the Trust Property) to
another person (the Trustee) for
the benefit of a third person
(the beneficiary).
Trusts can take various forms:
charitable, discretionary,
interest in possession

Crustacea Nigeria
Well XX Limited
Step 1: Monthly
invoice issued
for unspecified
engineering consulting
services

Step 2: Payment
made to offshore
bank account held
in Saint Helier,
Jersey

Crustacea (Jersey) Limited

Step 3: Payment made to Swiss
bank account in name of The
Crustacea Trust (Bermuda)

Crustacea Trust (Bermuda)
Crab
(BVI)

Lobster
(BVI)

Step 4: Funds distributed via
Cayman bank accounts held
by a variety of BVI registered
shell companies

Shrimp
(BVI)
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Hooray Hen-Wees
John Christensen, 6th October 2005

. . . In the early 1990s, an acquaintance with a small trust

business in Saint Helier told me that he had signed up a Russian

client with assets of more than $100 million. No one could really

have believed that this wealth was obtained legitimately. In 2002,
the Institute for Information and Democratisation in Moscow
concluded that the total outflow of corrupt and illicit funds,

including losses due to customs corruption, ‘would effortlessly

climb to $400-$500 billion’. Of this amount, probably $300 billion
rests in Western and offshore accounts.
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“living of lax regulation”
“By and large they (local
politicians) are totally out
of their depth”

Wall Street Journal
17th September 1996

Capital unbound

 Exchange and capital controls largely eliminated
 Trade tariffs and taxes have been significantly reduced
 Massive expansion of cross-border trade and
investment (including round-tripping)

 Increased income from foreign sources allows greater

opportunity for profits-shifting to offshore subsidiaries

 Capital mobility now virtually unimpeded
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Capital unbound (contd.)

 Rapid growth of intra-company cross border trade
within multinational corporations, combined with

flawed transfer pricing rules encourages profits shifting

 Countries face increased ‘competition’ to attract
investment, leading to ‘tax wars’:

 the promotion of export processing zones, tax

holidays, tax deductibility of capital investment etc.

 Technology change has revolutionised capital and

information flows, deepening the use of offshore secrecy
jurisdictions

Capital unbound: the consequences

 Endemic tax evasion and avoidance;

 Tax wars –race-beyond-the bottom: and endless merrygo-round of rent-seeking tax subsidies and free-riding;

 The break-down of national tax sovereignty – inability to
tax Capital triggers harmful tax policies and undermines
public finances;
 The growth of ‘owner-less’ assets;

 The corruption of law and financial professionals;
 Rising inequality.
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How big is this
issue?

ZAR280 trillion
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Stocks of wealth

The tax termites – shifting profits
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The tax termites – tax evasion
% of public healthcare spending lost to tax evasion: by
region
Asia
Oceania
Latin America
North America
Africa
Europe
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source: The Cost of Tax Abuse, TJN, 2011
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The Problem
The deliberate and
illicit disguised
expatriation of money
by those resident or
taxable within the
country of origin. Tax
evasion is often the
motive for capital
flight.

Dirty Money Flows Distort Our Economy
And Corrupt Democracy

John Christensen -

30th May 2007

The offshore economy distorts markets by
providing tax loopholes to some businesses but not
others. It corrupts democracy, helping elites to evade
their responsibilities to the societies that nurtured
them, and breaking fundamental relationships of
accountability that are forged when rulers tax
citizens. It does not create wealth but redistributes it
from poor to rich. Worse, it destroys wealth and
slows growth.
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Example 2: Beneficial owner is an Iranianorigin trader operating in East Africa
Step one – create a charitable trust in
Jersey with trustees based in Bermuda.
Total non-disclosure of settlor and
beneficiary details. Flee clauses in case of
investigation.
Step two – register an offshore company in
Luxembourg, owned by the trust and
directed by nominees in Luxembourg and
elsewhere.
Step three – open Swiss bank account in the
name of the Luxembourg registered
company. Bank records will reveal that the
beneficial owner is a Jersey registered trust.

Ultra high net worth
Individuals (UNHWIs)
have more than USD30mn
in net assets

Source: WealthInsight

Nairobi (+78%)
Marrakesh (+60%)
Jo’burg (+41%)

Cape Town (+37%)
“The number of multi-millionaires in
Africa will grow at a faster rate than
anywhere else in the world over the next
10 years, according to Knight Frank’s
Wealth Report.”
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Questions /
comments
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